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In each lecturing, surely his its there will be a special schedule compiled by the party  
side, what needed to arranges that its the study time not be each other collide  and it is of  
course peremptory by all students. The schedule is compiled based on at subject carried  
out at every semester, curator lecturer and number of meetings every subject and its the  
time, which is not enabled for is each other collide.
Array  is  a  data  structures  which  save  can  much data  in  it.  Algorithm applied  by 
random  because  to  present  data  at  random  after  the  condition  fulfilled.  This  lesson 
schedule tables applies array structure data. Subject data and curator lecturer data is kept  
in the form of text file. This subject schedule tables will contain the time and semester.  
While in it to contain information about subject carried out along with name of its the  
instructor lecturer.
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